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Your ability to tap into information with both your 
mental and physical senses. In other words, with 
your mind and your body. Your mental senses have 
no barriers of time or space and they allow you to 
perceive information of a subjective nature. While 
your physical senses allow you to detect information 
objective in nature through what you see hear, taste, 
touch, and smell. 

A techniques that follow a certain pattern. Entering, 
deepening, programing, and exiting. Following a 
specific formula to reach an outcome.

That state of consciousness associated with being in a 
meditative state. The brain frequency can be anywhere 
between Alpha and Theta. To the untrained person 
the Inner Conscious Level is what they refer to as the 
subconscious.

The state of consciousness associated with being 
awake, and physically active. The brain frequency  
for this type of consciousness is in Beta, between  
14–30 c/s.

The whole of a complex structure, esp. the world or 
universe, contrasted with a small or representative part 
of it.

A community, place, or situation regarded as 
encapsulating in miniature the characteristic qualities 
or features of something much larger.

Of or concerning the part of the mind of which  
one is not fully aware but which influences one’s 
actions and feelings. The state that is below your 
conscious awareness. 

GLoSSARY 

Sensing Mechanisms

Formula type techniques

Inner Conscious Levels

Outer Conscious Levels 

Macrocosm 

Microcosm 

Subconscious 
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Unconscious 

Brain Frequency 

alpha Frequency 

Beta Frequency

theta Frequency

Internal State 

Mind

Brain

Not conscious. Also correlates with delta slow  
wave sleep.
 
Electrical emissions of the neurons of brain cell 
activity that can be measured in the form of cycles per 
second (c/s).

A brain frequency that is between 8–12 c/s. This is the 
frequency most associated with active meditation.

A brain frequency that is between 14–30 c/s. It is 
the one most associated with physical activity, and 
external focus. On an average, the brain frequency  
of an active person settles around 20–21 c/s.

A brain frequency that is between 4–7 c/s. Passive 
meditation occurs while the brain is in Theta. This is 
also the frequency of the brain a person is in during 
deep hypnosis. The mode of thinking is inductive.

The state you are experiencing when you internalize 
your focus, which requires you to either close your 
eyes or defocus you vision.

A focusing faculty used by human intelligence that 
allows intelligence to attune itself to time or space and 
cause the brain to function at various frequencies. 

An organ of soft nervous tissue contained in the skull 
of vertebrates, functioning as the coordinating center 
of sensation and intellectual and nervous activity. It is 
often called a biological computer in that it is highly 
programmable. The brain can respond automatically, 
semi-automatically, or manually. 
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This refers to the body’s ability to provide your  
brain with information through feeling, tasting, 
smelling, seeing.
 
Faculties that correlate to your physical senses but 
with no limitations of time or space. 

Intentional use of one thing to indicate  
something else. 

Refers to matter that is not alive in the manner of 
plants, animals, and humans. 

Having life in the same way as plants, animals,  
and humans. 

Is the science of orienting or directing the mind. 
Graduates of the Silva Method have learned to  
guide their minds to greater achievements than  
they previously believed.

An energy experienced yet intangible such as desire, 
belief and expectancy, or love. 

points Of reference 

Inanimate Matter

animate Matter

psychorientology

Subjective energies

Mind Faculties

Sensing Faculties 
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The Silva Method it is all about gaining more control over your brain 
and mind. So, to get the most out of this program is it important to 

get your head in the game. I am going to outline and explain the nine 
core values for success in this program.

Chapter 1 
Core Values 

The Core Values of the Silva Method
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The first value has to do with Failure vs. Feedback and 
incremental learning. There is no such thing as failure 
in this program. If you notice that you are not getting 
the results you were expecting in a particular exercise, 
don’t just give up and write yourself off as a failure. 
Just because our expectations were not met doesn’t 
mean we failed; everything is an experience of some 
sort and learning to receive and adapt to feedback is a 
valuable skill to develop. 

Feedback can be subtle, like when I notice that if I get 
too comfortable during the exercises I have a tendency 
to get sleepy. Feeling sleepy is the feedback I needed 
to go to bed earlier. All kidding aside, feeling sleepy 
can also be feedback to try a different position or 
location or time of day to practice the  
Silva exercises.

Feedback can also be confronting, like when you fall 
ill with the flu after having worked long hours for too 
many days, under a lot of stress over deadlines, getting 
very little sleep and eating a bunch of junk. Or like 
when you don’t really give it all you’ve got at work and 
then get passed up for a promotion. 

As in life, if we gave up every time we got a piece of 
feedback, and we label that feedback as “bad,” we 
would not get very far.

What comes to mind are those times when you are 
driving down the highway. There are these ridges or 
small bumps on each side of the highway to tell you 
when you are veering off your path. These ridges are 
meant to keep you safe and on the right track. But, 
imagine if you lived your life like the feedback you 
received meant Failure? Every time you hit one of 
those little bumps and started to veer off path just a 
little, you would pull off the road and say, “That’s it,  

1
There is 
no failure 
in This 
program

The Core Values of the Silva Method
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I can’t do it. I am a Failure." You wouldn’t get very far 
would you? 

No. You see, those bumps are put on the side of 
the road to give you feedback. They are saying “Hey, 
hello?” You are wandering astray here…pay attention 
and get back on the path. 

So, as you consume this program you will be asked to 
pay attention to the feedback you are getting from the 
exercises and from your life. This way, you will start 
seeing results right away.

This is not meant to be confused with the common 
misconception that all you have to do is “think” about 
what you want and POOF! you will get it.

But it does mean that your mind is a powerful tool 
that is often under-appreciated, and with this power 
comes great responsibility. This means that you have 
to start paying attention to the types of thoughts that 
you think and the words that you say. 

So, if you find yourself stuck in a negative rut or 
focusing on the downers in life then is important 
to clear out those thoughts. In the Silva Method, 
we use a process of conditioning called Mental 
Housecleaning. Mental Housecleaning is how we 
train our minds for more positive thinking. 

Here is how it works. Whenever you find yourself 
stating negative affirmations like: “this is too hard,  
I cannot do it, this is killing me”, simply say “cancel 
cancel”. Cancel Cancel is a way of conditioning  
the mind to clear and cancel out those thought 
processes. This will give you more control over your 

2
WhaT you 
Think abouT 
—you bring 
abouT
Yes, what you focus 
on expands

The Core Values of the Silva Method
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3
Tap inTo The 
poWer of 
Desire 

thoughts. This will lead you to creating more of what 
you want.

When you are thinking positively, thinking about 
your goals, or thinking about solutions, you will 
create more positivity, more action toward your goals, 
and more solutions instead of problems.

It may seem obvious that if you want to do something 
you have to have the desire to do it. But we are not 
talking about willy nilly feelings of desire. In the Silva 
Method, Desire is a core element of getting what you 
want in EVERY element of your life. 

Your desire to have something has to be iron clad. 
Because if your desire is not strong enough you will 
never begin.

How strong is your desire? Well, it is kinda hard to 
measure because it is what we call a subjective energy. 
A subjective energy could be anything from Desire,  
to love, to expectation. It is personal to you and 
cannot be measured against anyone else’s standards. 
Only you can know if your desire to have something, 
create something, or begin a new way of life is 
stronger than your desire to stay in old habits.

So as you move through the program, set and achieve 
goals, receive feedback, and adjust your meditations, 
the first thing to evaluate is your Desire. 

Your consciousness doesn’t like working on make-
believe problems and situations. So ask yourself:  
 
	 •	 Do	I	really	desire	what	I’m	programming	for?	 
	 •	 Do	I	really	need	it?	 
	 •	 Is	it	important	to	me?

Your desire to have 
something has to be 
iron clad. Because 
if your desire is not 
strong enough you 
will never begin.

The Core Values of the Silva Method
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	 •	 Does	it	serve	a	purpose?
	 •	 Does	it	solve	a	problem?	

Your mind will naturally have a stronger desire for the 
necessities in life than for the luxuries. So, if you really 
want it, you must first have the congruent desire to 
have it.

A great place to start for all Silva students is the desire 
to master this program and your mind. 

Belief is an essential subjective energy that is part  
of every Silva exercise and lesson. After having the 
desire, you must also have the belief that what you 
want is possible. Your belief is what sustains you  
while you align your mind and your life to achieve 
what you want. If you are doubting your belief, ask 
yourself these questions:

	 •	 Do	I	believe	that	I	am	worthy	of	what	I’m	seeking?	 
	 •	 Do	I	believe	that	that	situation	merits	a	solution?	 
	 •	 Do	I	have	any	doubts	regarding	the	situation?	 
	 •	 Do	I	really	believe	it	can	happen?	

Belief in yourself is only a memory away, when in 
doubt, remember a time where you achieved, succeed, 
or excelled. Access the part of you that can do it. This 
program is going to help you strengthen this muscle. 

Start now by believing that you can meditate 
effectively, gain more control of your mind and  
create more of what you want in your life. 

4
belief 
is more 
poWerful 
Than WorDs
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6
Taking aCTion  
is key

It is not enough to believe that you will master this 
program. You must expect it to be so. In this program 
you will be asked to manage your expectations, but 
not the way you typically do by downplaying your 
successes. Expectancy has great power because it is 
the confidence that comes with success. And in 
this program you will amp up your experience of 
expectancy so that you expect, beyond a doubt  
that you achieve your goals—no matter how large  
or small. 

If you find yourself in doubt, simply remember a 
time where you were full of expectancy and achieved 
success. You may have said things like: “I know it’s 
going to happen. It’s about to happen. It’s right around 
the corner.”

Now carry that expectation with you as you complete 
this program and achieve the level of mastery that you 
desire, believe, and expect to achieve. 

If you are ready to make a difference in your life, 
if you are ready to gain control over nagging and 
negative thoughts—if you are really ready, then this 
is the program for you. Here at the Silva Method we 
believe in taking action. Setting your mind for success 
is just the first step in living a dynamic, spiritual, 
connected life. You must take action on the lessons, 
opportunities, and serendipity that life provides. 

The more you condition the power of your mind, and 
the more you use this program—the more you will 
see opportunities, big and small, that lead you on the 
path of your greatest life. Sometimes that path is not 
always clear, so you must trust and take action when 
action is due.

5
expeCT The 
besT or 
beTTer
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And the first action is to be diligent with your Silva 
practice. We sometimes want to abandon our practice 
as soon as we see signs of the first results, rather, 
results are a sign to keep practicing because greater 
things are to come. Sure, we live in a busy world and 
information is bombarding us on so many levels all 
the time—phones, ipads, television, jobs, email…
we invite you to take action on something that really 
matters—and that is you.

You are the most important person in your life—and 
your action will make all the difference. 

The techniques you will be learning in this program 
are called Formula Type Techniques. This is because 
each formula has been researched and tested to ensure 
optimal results.

You will achieve greater results if you learn to follow 
the steps exactly as they are programmed. If you find 
yourself straying from the steps of an exercise, be sure 
to revisit the programming exercise or the steps in 
your manual. Following the Formula Type Techniques 
accurately is a necessary form of mental discipline for 
success in this program.

Some of the Silva techniques will be really simple  
and seem easy to follow like the Sleep Control 
Technique or the Energizing Technique, while others 
are more advanced and require a deeper knowledge  
of the program. 

But don’t worry, the program is designed so that 
you can move from Beginner to Intermediate and 
Advanced as you progress through the program. No 
matter how you progress through these modules you 

7
folloWing 
The formula 
equals 
resulTs 
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8
meDiTaTion  
is naTural

simply follow the time-tested formula and you will 
start living a life that is better and better. 

So, you think you can’t meditate? 

It's too hard, my mind won’t be quiet, I can’t sit still 
for that long, I always fall asleep, I am not disciplined 
enough, I heard evil spirits can take over your mind 
when you are meditating…

Well, unless evil spirits are taking over your mind  
every night when you go to sleep, meditation is a 
natural part of your body’s rhythms and processing. 
You do it naturally ever single day. 

The meditative state is nothing more than a frequency 
of your brain. There are many frequencies happening 
in your brain all the time. Some are faster and allow 
you to be alert and awake and others are slower 
allowing you daydream, sleep, or even dream.

The Silva Method practice is about using these 
frequencies with intention to access more information, 
ideas, creativity, and the benefits of relaxation.

Have you ever gotten a great idea, just as you are 
falling asleep at night? Or have you ever been 
daydreaming and found that you feel more rested  
and alert afterwards? 

If so, you are already tapping into the power of the 
meditative state. In this program, you will begin by 
learning to relax you body and your mind, and as you 
progress you will be conditioning your body and mind 
to use meditation in all kinds of creative ways. 

The Core Values of the Silva Method
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You will find the right way to integrate meditation 
and mind power into your life in just the right ways.

I know that you have bought this program for a 
specific reason. Maybe you want to get more in  
touch with your intuitive side, maybe you want to 
learn to meditate? Maybe you just want something 
new and exciting in your life. It doesn’t matter why 
you are doing this program, it matters how you do 
this program. 

There is some amazing content in this program.  
Some of the stuff you hear is going to sound great  
and resonate right away. It will make a lot of sense and 
will feel like a practical way of making changes. Other 
information in this program could challenge the way  
that you currently think about things. You may need 
to reconsider or think about it a little bit more. Well, 
anytime something is not making sense to you, put it 
on a “mental shelf ” that says “awaiting further infor- 
mation”. Just put it there until you understand it 
better or have better use for it. 

Sometimes key information will just start to make 
sense to you as you progress. So, remember to pay 
attention to the “feedback”. You are starting the 
learning process now so keep an open mind, listen, 
take it in, accept what you want, and set aside what 
you don’t want or can’t use at the moment. 

Laura and I will be guiding and teaching along 
the way and you will have every opportunity to 
practice every technique with the guidance from the 
programming. But unlike other programs you are 
going to learn how to practice this on your own. 

9
you haVe 
all The 
resourCes 
you neeD To 
Do This 
We are just guides 
along the way
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True empowerment, and our intention for this 
program, is for you to use these exercises easily, 
naturally in your daily life—without the use of cds, 
or audios, or guided programming. When you are 
empowered to use Silva at work, on in conversation, 
or while in line at the super market—you will be fully 
integrated into the Silva Life System.

The Core Values of the Silva Method
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Hint: Remember you can always say Cancel Cancel if you find 
yourself stuck in a negative thought rut. 

Chapter 2 
roadmap step 1— 

manage stress effectively

Roadmap to Success
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Manage Stress effectively

Every time you experience stress, you have a certain reaction to it, and that reaction to  
stress is pretty much based on how you think, believe and behave, as well as your 
attitudes and your values. All those different factors influence your reaction to stress.  
The main goal we want to achieve here is to convert the reaction to stress into a response.

Eustress is the useful type of stress that can motivate you, optimize your life, energize 
you and propel you forward. 

Distress is the reaction to stress that overwhelms you, paralyzes you, and stifles your 
functioning and your thinking. 

exercise: transform Stress Now

To make the most of this exercise recall a time when you felt really stressed. What comes 
to mind? Feel your body shifting internally and recognize where in your body you feel 
the first signs of stress setting in. Recognize if you are feeling anger or fear and if you can, 
identify what core experience is being triggered, whether it's abandonment, rejection, 
lack of control, helplessness or hopelessness.

1. Answer the following questions:

	 	 •	 What	am	I	really	worried	about?	
	 	 •	 What	am	I	really	afraid	of?	
	 	 •	 Why	does	this	make	me	angry?	
	 	 •	 What	is	the	nature	of	this	feeling?
  

2. Then separate yourself from that core experience and that younger, less   
 resourceful you that doesn’t have the kind of skills and knowledge the adult   
 you has.

 

Roadmap to Success
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3. Now ask:

	 	 •	 How	can	I	best	handle	the	situation?

4. Allow ideas, images, feelings and solutions to surface. 

5. And then concentrate on positive, solution images and feelings of achievement.

  You will then create a solution image. If you can, make it an action image and  
  add detail, color or describe it to yourself in detail. Once the solution image is  
  created, step into the image and allow your body, brain and mind to become  
  very familiar with how it feels to be calm, in control and resourcefully handling  
  a stressful situation.

Roadmap to Success
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Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take your 
eyes off your goal.

Henry Ford

roadmap step 2— 
Crafting your Dreams

Roadmap to Success
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Crafting Your Dreams—Outcome exercise

Before you can think about your goal, you must take the time to carefully craft a goal 
statement to focus on. The following questions will help you evolve your desires into a 
complete, well-rounded goal statement. 

1. What do you want? Be sure to state it in the positive tense. 

  Write your Goal Statement here: 

2. The Devil is in the details. Get the Devil out of there. 
  
	 	 •	 What	are	the	specifics?	
	 	 •	 What	will	you	be	like?	
	 	 •	 Where	will	you	be?	
	 	 •	 Who	will	you	be	with?	
	 	 •	 When	do	you	want	this?

   Rewrite your new revised Goal Statement here: 

     … this or better than this!

Roadmap to Success
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3. Chart your course: Can you do this on your own? 
 
  Revise your goal to make sure that it is completely achievable by YOU. Rewrite  
  your new revised Goal Statement here: 

     … this or better than this!

4. Get the best of both worlds: What is the silver lining (Silva-Lining) in your   
 current situation? 
 
  Rewrite your new revised Goal Statement here:
  

     … this or better than this!

Roadmap to Success
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5. Check your environment: Do an ecology check, how is your goal going to affect  
 the world around you? How will it affect you? 

	 	 •	 Is	my	goal	balanced	or	out-of-balance?
	 	 •	 Is	my	goal	healthy	or	unhealthy?
	 	 •	 Does	it	enhance	my	life	or	does	it	create	limitations?
	 	 •	 Does	it	empower	me	or	does	it	dis-empower	me?
	 	 •	 Does	my	goal	increase	resourcefulness	or	take	it	away?
	 	 •	 Does	it	bring	out	the	best	in	me	or	does	it	sabotage	my	efforts?

   Rewrite your new revised Goal Statement here:
  

     … this or better than this!

6. Now, think of this and ONLY this! 

Roadmap to Success
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Every small change at the root level of belief will produce amazing 
changes in behavior and performance. 

Harry Alder, author

roadmap step 3—
go beyond your limiting beliefs

Roadmap to Success
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Go Beyond Your Limiting Beliefs: Identify and Change the things 
holding You Back

All of us have belief statements that we say either causally or more deeply that reflect 
these deep-rooted programs. Beliefs can be useful or not so useful. Deciding what is a 
personal belief, and if it is limiting or not, is all based on your level of satisfaction with 
your situation.

So, how do you identify a personal belief? 

A good way to determine what you believe is to be mindful of the answers to the 
following questions:

	 	 •	 What	is	lacking	in	your	life?
	 	 •	 What	are	you	making	excuses	for	when	it	comes	to	why	you	lack	what	you	do?
	 	 •	 To	what	or	whom	do	you	point	the	finger	of	blame	for	your	lack?
	 	 •	 What	you	are	yearning	for?
	 	 •	 What	kind	of	attitudes	do	you	have?	Mostly	positive	or	negative?
	 	 •	 What	stirs	up	fear	in	you?
	 	 •	 What	makes	you	angry?
	 	 •	 What	situations	cause	you	to	get	dramatic	or	be	reactive?
	 	 •	 What	holds	you	back	from	taking	action?
	 	 •	 What	do	you	find	yourself	settling	for	or	giving	in	to?
	 	 •	 Do	you	get	stuck	in	power	plays	with	family,	friends,	or	coworkers?
	 	 •	 Is	perfectionism	holding	you	back?
	 	 •	 Do	you	procrastinate?
	 	 •	 Do	you	have	negative	expectations?
	 	 •	 Do	you	have	weak	boundaries?
	 	 •	 Are	your	habits	supporting	you	or	sabotaging	you?
	 	 •	 Do	you	have	long	held	secrets?
	 	 •	 How	is	the	quality	of	your	life,	job,	money,	love,	happiness,	relationships,	living	 
    environment, health, etc.?

Roadmap to Success
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	 	 •	 What	does	it	take	for	you	to	be	rich?
	 	 •	 How	much	do	you	love	yourself?
	 	 •	 How	much	you	respect	yourself?
	 	 •	 How	much	you	admire	yourself?
	 	 •	 What	role	does	your	ego	play?
	 	 •	 How	honest	you	are	being	with	yourself	in	answering	these	questions?

After putting some thought to these questions, figure out if a statement you think or say 
is a belief by asking “Is this true for EVERY single person in the world?”

For example, the statement: In order to be rich you must work very hard.

Is this true for every person in the world? Well, while it may be true in many 
circumstances, it may not be true for everyone. I personally know a few people who  
have an abundance of money and don’t have to work very hard at all. Some have 
inherited money, others have found a cool way to earn money through outsourcing, 
others still just love their work so much it never feels hard. The statement—In order to be 
rich you must work very hard—must then be a personal belief because it is not held  
to be true by everyone. 

Once you uncover your beliefs, you need to be bold enough to ask some tough questions 
as recommended by best selling author and spiritual teacher, Byron Katie of The Work. 

The questions go something like this:

  •	 Is	my	statement,	belief,	or	thought	true	for	every	single	person	in	the	world?
	 	 •	 Is	what	I	believe	of	myself	really	true	and	do	I	know	without	a	shadow	of	a	doubt	 
    that it is true? 
	 	 •	 When	I	believe	that	thought	or	statement	how	do	I	react,	what	happens?
  •	 What	has	this	belief	or	thought	cost	me?	What	has	it	kept	me	from	doing,	being,	 
     or having?
	 	 •	 Who	would	I	be	without	this	thought	or	belief?

Roadmap to Success
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    And...

	 	 •	 Are	there	times	in	my	past	when	the	opposite	of	my	belief	was	true?	

In other words, go back into your personal experience and come up with several 
memories of when the opposite was true.

exercise: Changing Limiting Beliefs

1. Acknowledge the belief by bringing to mind something you believe limits you  
 in any area of your life where there is lack such as money, intelligence, self- 
 confidence, a skill or talent, success, personality, health, or some other area.
 
  Now mentally state this belief to yourself and become strongly aware of how  
  this belief makes you feel.

2. Get to the root cause by allowing your intuition to mentally take you back to the  
 time and place where you first heard or got such a belief, and accept the fact that  
 this belief or this behavior at that time was the best possible choice.  
 
  Allow your imagination to recall the circumstances as vividly as you can.

3. Step three is meant to inspire you by opening yourself to the many missed   
 opportunities that have resulted from this limiting belief. 
 
   In the exercise, you will show yourself what this belief has kept you from doing.  
   Recognizing how this belief, this old thought has restricted you.

Roadmap to Success
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4. Experience a new belief by using your imagination to first create the desired  
 situation in your awareness. 
  
  This experience both energizes the new belief as well as allows you to become  
  more comfortable in the new role or situation before it happens objectively.  
  In your imagination you are to experience what it means to your living  
  experience, to have this new belief, sensing the experience in as many ways as  
  you can.

Roadmap to Success
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The difference between genius mentality and lay mentality is 
that geniuses use more of their mind and use them in a special 
manner. You are now learning to use more of your mind and  

to use it in a special manner. 

The Genius Statement

roadmap step 4— 
use more of your brain and mind

Roadmap to Success
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Using More Of Your Brain and Mind
This section is about learning the long relax exercise for programming yourself for 
meditation, the 3 to 1 method, and relaxation. 

Components of Meditation 

Every meditation, no matter what system you use or what method you use, has four 

basic components. First is the entry, second is deepening, third is programming, and 
the fourth is the exit. 

entry

Deepening

programming

exit

Entry is the starting point and usually involves closing your  
eyes and taking a deep breath. In the Silva Method we use the  
3 to 1 Method. 

Deepening means just going deeper within and is a subjective 
experience of the mind. “Deeper” is not the same thing as  
slowing your brain frequencies and does not mean that you  
will lose awareness. In fact, when you practice and reach a  
deeper level of mind, you have a heightened sense of awareness—
which means you are often hyper aware of your surroundings and 
your thoughts. 

Programming is when you repeat affirmations to yourself or you 
apply a technique that is meant to achieve a certain outcome.  
You can also set your goals there or send energy to your goals or 
use your imagination for healing yourself or others. 

The Exit is when you can open your eyes and come out of the 
meditation, or you can count yourself out from one to three,  
or one to five, or you can simply go to sleep if you’re meditating 
at night. 
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additional affirmations used in the Silva Method 

“My increasing mental faculties are for serving humanity better. Every day in  
every way, I am getting better, better and better. Positive thoughts bring me benefits  
and advantages I desire. I have full control and complete dominion over my sensing  
faculties at all levels of the mind including the outer conscious level and this is so.  

I will always maintain a perfectly healthy body, mind and immune system.”

3 to 1 Method

Important: You will be using the 3 to 1  
Method with every Silva Exercise. Use  
these steps to help you remember how to 
do it and use the Long Relax Meditation 
exercise	to	reinforce	your	3	to	1	Program-
ming. For optimal results listen to the 
Long Relax exercise at least once a week.

Step 1:  Begin with the number 3.
 
    We always start with number 3 for physical relaxation. Close your eyes, take a  
    deep breath and while exhaling, picture the number 3 , three times. The number  
    3 will always be for physical relaxation. 

Note: The most famous and important programming statement of the Silva Method  
is called The Genius Statement.

You can always achieve 
mental relaxation when  

you think of tranquil 
memories or scenes. 
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Step 2:  The number 2.

    You will then take another deep breath, and as you exhale, mentally repeat and  
    visualize the number 2, three times. Number 2 is associated with mental  
    relaxation. You can always achieve mental relaxation when you think of tranquil  
    memories or scenes. 

Step 3:  The number 3.

    Take another breath—your third breath—and as you exhale, mentally repeat  
    and visualize the number 1, three times. Now number 1 is also referred to as  
    level one, or the basic plane level. That’s your starting point. From there you can  
    continue to deepen.

Roadmap to Success
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Healing takes courage, and we all have courage, even if we  
have to dig a little to find it.

Tori Amos

Chapter 3
sleep Control evaluation

Mind Body Management Beginner
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Sleep evaluation

Current Sleep
On a scale of 1–10, how well do you sleep on average each night? (10 is very well) 

i.  How well do you sleep?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ii.  Do you wake up feeling rested?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iii. How many hours do you average per night?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iv.  How long does (minutes/hours) it take you to fall asleep each night? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

v.  How do you feel about sleep?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

vi.  Do you sleep well most nights? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

vii. Are you on medication? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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viii. Do you have a chronic problem? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ix.  How many nights a week do you sleep soundly all the way through the night?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Desired Sleep 
On a scale of 1–10, how well do you sleep on average each night? (10 is very well) 

i.  How do you want to sleep?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ii.  How will you know if you are sleeping well enough?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iii. How quickly do you fall asleep? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iv.  How deeply do you want to sleep each night? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

v.  How do you want to feel when you wake up in the morning?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Improved Sleep
On a scale of 1–10, how well do you sleep on average each night? (10 is very well) 

i.  How well do you sleep?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ii.  Do you wake up feeling rested?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iii. How many hours do you average per night?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iv.  How long does (minutes/hours) it take you to fall asleep each night? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

v.  How do you feel about sleep?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

vi.  Do you sleep well most nights? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

vii. Are you on medication? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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viii. Do you have a chronic problem? 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ix.  How many nights a week do you sleep soundly all the way through the night?

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

exercise: Sleep Control technique 

This technique will work best if you focus your attention on the details. It takes your 
mind away from whatever’s keeping you awake. Most of the time, what keeps people 
awake are outside influences, or mental chatter in your head that’s keeping you up 
and busy and going, thoughts like “I have a deadline to meet at work”, and “will I get 
to teachers meeting on time”, and “how am I going to solve the problem I have with my 
co-worker”,	“my	car	payment	is	due.” and that little chatter that goes on in your head is 
keeping you awake. 

So to really make this technique work, you need to do several things. Focus on the 
details, like not erasing the circle in the least bit, or erasing the numbers starting at the 
center going towards the outer edges, going over the word “deeper” in detail—“d-e-e-p- 
e-r”, over and over. That’s going to help you get bored, lose interest, and enter sleep.

How to do the Sleep Control Technique:

1. Visualize yourself standing in front of a chalkboard, or a writing board.
  
   You’re going to have a writing instrument in one hand and an eraser in the other.  
   You go up to the chalkboard or writing board, and draw a large circle in the  
   center of the chalkboard.
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2. After you draw the large circle within the chalkboard, you draw a big “X”  
 within the circle.

3. Then erase the “X” from within the circle being very careful not to erase the  
 circle in the least.

4. After you erase the “X” from within the circle, write outside of the circle, to  the  
 right of the circle, the word “deeper”.

   Every time you write the word “deeper”, you will enter deeper, healthier, level of 
   mind, in the direction of normal, natural, healthy sleep. 
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5. You will then proceed by writing a big number “100” within the circle.
 
   You will then slowly erase the number “100” from within the circle being careful  
   not to erase the circle in the least. 

6. Once you erase the number “100” from within the circle, to the right and outside  
 of the circle, go over the word “deeper”.

   Every time you go over the word “deeper” in this manner, you will enter a deeper,  
   healthier, level of mind in the direction of normal, and natural healthy sleep. 

7. You will continue by writing the number “99” within the circle and erasing it in  
 the same manner, and then going over the word “deeper”, and then 98, 97, and  
 continue writing numbers and going over the word “deeper” on a descending  
 scale until you enter sleep.
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Tip: Applying your technique out of need, rather than curiosity, 
will always lead to greater success.

alarm Clock

Mind Body Management Beginner
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This is a really fun exercise to learn because it is easy to start seeing results right away.  
So, if you dread the sound of the alarm in the morning you are going to love this 
technique. The Alarm Clock technique is designed so that you will never have to use 
your alarm clock again.

Why does it matter? Well, this exercise has dual purpose: it is going to teach you how to 
sleep and wake up within your body's natural sleep cycles so that you can get up in the 
morning feeling more energized and ready to go.

The secondary purpose of this technique is to reinforce your abilities as an intentional 
creator. You are going to develop a stronger sense of trust in your mind, and each  
time you complete the technique successfully you are reinforcing your natural ability  
to manifest. So, even if you don’t actually use an alarm clock, be sure to start using this 
technique to strengthen your Silva Skills. 

exercise: alarm Clock technique exercise 

With this technique we’re going to use imagination to communicate with  
innate intelligence.
 
1. Enter Alpha level using the 3 to 1 method. 

2. Once you are at the Alpha level, you’re going to visualize a clock.

3. Then going to move the hands of the clock to indicate the time that you want to  

 awaken, and say to yourself, mentally, in a very affirmative way, “this is the time I  

 want to awaken, and this is the time I am going to awaken.”

Make a clear picture of the clock and the time that you want to awaken, and let that be 
your last thought, as you enter sleep from level 1. You don’t need to go into meditation; 
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apply the technique; then, come out to make this technique work. What you need to do 
is go to sleep from level 1, with the time you want to awaken as your last thought.

Now it’s important that you don’t set a physical alarm clock, not even as a backup, for 
fear you might not wake up on time. You may have your clock by your bedside, but 
without alarm set. This shows commitment. It shows that you believe and trust in your 
inner self to wake you up. Your inner self is that part of you that desires the best for you, 
and the sooner you discover that, the sooner you’ll begin to receive even greater benefits 
in all areas of life. Applying your technique out of need, rather than curiosity, will always 
lead to greater success.

phases:

Get close to your goal. Now just a little word of caution—when 
you set this technique, you might awaken several times during 
the night just to check on the clock. “Is it time yet? Is it time 
yet?” Now that’s only really showing that intelligence is already 
working for you. Don’t be concerned about that. It will clear up. 
You’ll begin to develop your trust in yourself.

Hit your target consistently. For example, 7:30 a.m. each day. If 
you want to awaken at seven thirty, don’t settle for seven thirty-
five or seven forty-five. Because your goal is to manifest what you 
desire, at a specific time in life, and this training is going to help. 
If you say 7:30 a.m., it must be 7:30 a.m.

Change the target each day and accurately and start achieving 
that goal. For example, If you were achieving 7:00 a.m. every 
morning change the time to 7:02 a.m. It’ll only take a couple 
days, and you’ll find that when you say 7:30 a.m. or 6:42 a.m., 
you will awaken at exactly that time. You will feel like you have 
accomplished your goals successfully, and that’s a great way to 
start your day.

Beginner

Intermediate

advanced
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The happiest part of a man’s life is what he passes lying awake  
in bed in the morning

Samuel Johnson

Chapter 4
Dream Control
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Write Down and explain the 3 phases of Dream Control Mastery

Here at the Silva Method we believe that dreams can carry messages from deeper parts 
of your mind and ultimately help you solve problems in your life. The Dream Control 
Technique has two main purposes. The first, most obvious purpose is to use your dreams 
to interpret information and the second is to solve problems.

The first level of dream control has to do with remembering a 

dream. This step is to help you to establish, or develop, the habit 
of transferring the information from the inner conscious levels to 
the outer conscious levels. Write down the notes from this dream. 
The best way to document these dreams is to keep pen and paper 
(or dream journal) near your bedside. Be sure to write the dreams 
down as soon as you wake.

The next level of dream control is to remember them on a 
consistent basis. You should be remembering dreams, as you 
intend, each night and documenting them in the morning.

The advanced level of dream control is to remember a dream 
and interpret the meaning to help you solve a problem. Before 
you go to sleep ask for the solution to come to you in the dream. 
Remember that when you wake up that morning, and you have a 
dream, there is information there. The solution to your problem 
is in there, or some bit of information is there that will help you 
to solve your problem. Search for it. Ask yourself, “how does that 
relate to my problem?” And allow thoughts to surface. Allow your 
inner conscious to help out, and come up with the solution, and 
apply the solution and solve that problem.

Beginner

Intermediate

advanced
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The more you lose yourself in something bigger than yourself,  
the more energy you will have.

Norman Vincent Peale

energizing exercise
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This Energizing Technique is designed to help you 
remain awake longer when necessary, but it doesn’t 
stop there. This technique and can be used to re-
energize, to change a mood, or any other creative  
way that you can find to change your state. Be sure  
to self-evaluate prior to applying the technique. 

Self evaluation for energizing technique

Before Exercise: 
On a scale of 0–10 (10 being Outstanding! Super energized!) 

How do you currently rank your level of Energy?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

After Exercise: 
On a scale of 0–10 (10 being Outstanding! Super energized.) 

How do you currently rank your level of Energy?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Step 1:  Close your eyes and use the 321 Method to reach your Alpha Level.

Step 2:  State the Problem.
    —I am tired.

Step 3:  State the Goal.
     —I dont want to be tired, I want to be energized and awake.

Important: Anytime you use 
any of your Silva Techniques  

for health problems, notify your 
health caretaker, or physician.
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Step 4:  State your Action.
    —I am going to count from 1–5, open my eyes and feel amazing, energized,  
      and alert. 

Step 5:  Take Action.
    —Open your eyes and claim/appreciate your results. 
 

Note: You can take 2 minutes, 5, 10, or longer to complete this exercise.  
The most important thing is that you make a point of reference when you use it  

most effectively for you. 
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The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled.

Plutarch

Chapter 5 
3 fingers
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3 Fingers technique

This technique can be used anytime you need to 
access your level or remember important information. 
You will find that with some creativity, 3 Fingers 
Techinque can be used for many things. 

Step 1: Know the state you want to access.   
 
 Simply close your eyes, lightly press your  
 three fingers together and bring to mind how  
 you feel when you are at level, such as the  
 qualities of that wonderful state of physical  
 relaxation, or the wonderful passive and  
 tranquil scenes that make you relax mentally,  
 or that special sense of inner depth that feels  

     so good and healthy. 

Step 2:  Know when you want to have it available to you.
   
    Set the strong intention of when you will have the state you want. 

Step 3:  Three, program it at level.
   
    Do all of this while at your alpha level

Step 4:  Anchor it in.
   
    This is where you set the feelings and intentions and expect this or better. 
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For example, if you want to be less afraid  
or more courageous in a particular situa-
tion, then enter your level using the 3 to 1 
Method and once at level, say to yourself 
mentally, “I’m about to face a situation that 
I’m afraid of and I want to feel courageous, 
competent and comfortable instead.” 

Then, imagine yourself in that situation, acting, thinking and behaving in ways that 
congruently support what you desire. When you have the outcome image just right,  
step into the image, become one with it, and experience it with all of your mental senses. 
Experiencing it fully and completely as if it’s all ready happened, allowing your body, 
brain, and mind to take ownership of the experience. At that point, press your three 
fingers together and say to yourself mentally, “whenever I’m in this situation and I want 
to feel this courageous, competent and comfortable, all I need to do is press my three fingers 
together and it will be so.” 

Tip: Remember to make points of 
reference. Making points of reference for 

what it is like at alpha, getting the results 
you want, and practicing these exercises 

will condition you for success.
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Life begets life. Energy creates energy. It is by spending oneself  
that one becomes rich.

Sarah Bernhardt

Chapter 6
glass of Water
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This is a fun exercise for solving problems and even bringing healing. We recommend 
you use a clear drinking glass. You can use any type you want but we recommend using 
glass. It is more of a natural element and we want to work with this natural element.
 
Step 1:  Regardless of how big or small the problem may be, you just use a simple  
    drinking glass and you fill it with water. 

Step 2:  Take it by your bedside and this is the last thing you do before you go to  
    sleep at night. 

    You get the glass; you close your eyes, tilt them slightly upward and say to  
    yourself mentally, “this is all I need to do to find the solution to the problem I have  
    in mind.” and drink some of the water. Now set aside the remaining half glass of  
    water, go to bed and enter sleep.
 
    Notice that we did not use the 3 to 1 Method to enter level. You enter level  
    when you close your eyes and tilt them slightly upward. 

Step 3:  In the morning when you awaken, you get the remaining half glass of water;  
    you close your eyes again, tilt them slightly upward and mentally say to  
    yourself, “this is all I need to do to find the solution to the problem I have  
    in mind.” 

    Make sure that you have the problem in mind because that is the last statement  
    you’re going to say before you go to sleep, means that that thought is going to  
    incubate all night.
 
 
Step 4:  Document everything. 

    When you wake up you may have flashes of insight, you may have had a vivid  
    dream. All of these things hold insight into the problem you are trying to solve. 
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You must still drink the remaining half glass of water because that’s the way the formula 
is programmed and that’s what we want to reinforce the success of the formula itself. So 
drink the remaining half glass of water and instead of saying, “this is all I need to do to 
find the solution to the problem I have in mind,” you may want to instead say some words 
of gratitude for receiving the information.

If you don’t get the information right away in the morning, then expect to get it 
sometime during the day. You may have a flash of insight or maybe you’ll open a 
book and the information is right there staring right at you. Or you could be walking 
somewhere and the person standing next to you is having a conversation with somebody 
else and they’re talking about exactly what you need to hear to solve the problem that 
you have in mind. So make sure your intent is on the receiving mode because you’re 
going to either see it or hear it or experience it or something along those lines.
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A	man’s	health	can	be	judged	by	which	he	takes	two	at	 
a time—pills or stairs.

Joan Welsh

headache relief
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If you experience a reoccurring headache, consult with your physician before using this 
exercise. Better safe than sorry when ruling out other medical conditions. 

Self evaluation for headache Control

Before Exercise: 
On a scale of 0–10 (0 being no pain at all) 

How do you currently rank the sensation of pain or stress in your head?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

After Exercise: 
On a scale of 0–10 (0 being no pain at all) 

How do you currently rank the sensations in your head?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Step 1:  Identify the problem.
    —I have a headache, I feel a headache. 

Step 2:  State what you desire.
    —I don’t want to have a headache, I don’t want to feel a headache. 

Step 3:  Lay out your plan.
    —I’m going to count from one to five, at the count of five I will open my eyes,  
    be wide awake, feeling fine and in perfect health. I will then have no headache,  
    I will then feel no headache.
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    Notice that we say, “have” and “feel”. When it comes to pain you might have  
    the pain, yes, but the other aspect to it is how you experience the pain. The  
    subjective part of the experience is the "feel" part. If there was a way to  
    measure intensity of pain, how you experience pain and how somebody else  
    may experience pain of the same intensity may be very different. So it’s "have"  
    and "feel".

Step 4: Carry out your plan.

    You start to count. One, two, coming out slowly, three and always at three  
    you remind yourself of the goal that you want to achieve. At the count of five,  
    I will open my eyes, be wide awake feeling fine and in perfect health, feeling  
    better than before. I will then have no headache. I will then feel no headache.  
    Then you continue counting. Four, five and then at five you claim your end  
    results. Eyes opened, wide awake feeling fine and in perfect health, feeling better  
    than before. 

Step 5: Claim your results.

    The next time you begin to feel a sensation you do it again and again and again.  
    Even if you have to do it 20 times in one day, do it. Because as you do that the  
    body is relearning how to function or how to behave. It’s being reprogrammed.  
    Now it’s saying to itself, “every time I feel this lightheaded feeling or this slight  
    dizziness, I go towards relief instead of I go towards the headache and pain.” So it’s  
    learning a new pattern of behavior, a new habit if you will.

If you do already have the headache and it’s a pretty serious headache, you then apply 
your technique. Open your eyes, wait five minutes, apply it again, and see how that 
works for you. But if you’re already experiencing a migraine headache, then enter your 
level using the 3 to 1 Method. Apply your five step technique or the five step process for 
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headache control, open your eyes. Wait five minutes and time it because I am going to 
program during the mental exercise that you wait five minutes. That’s not to say it’s ten. 
It’s not going to be six. It’s not four or three. It’s five. Follow the formula. 

Wait five minutes, apply it again. Open your eyes. You wait five more minutes and 
apply it a third time. The first application will take care of some of the symptoms of 
the headache. With the second application most of the symptoms will be gone. With 
the third application all of them will be gone. If you continue to apply the technique in 
this manner, you’re going to find that you are going to rid yourself of headaches forever. 
If you do have a recurring headache, then you do definitely want to seek medical help 
because it could be something else going on in there. You want to make sure that you 
rule that out.
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What happens to a man is less significant than what  
happens within him.

Louis L. Mann

Chapter 7 
mirror of the mind part 1
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The Mirror of the Mind is segmented into three parts. This technique can be used for 
“problem solving” and is one of the most powerful techniques used for healing. You will 
begin by learning the basics of this technique and how to solve problems that you are 
facing with the following steps.

1. Enter Level (3 to 1).

2. On your mental screen imagine a full length mirror with a blue frame that is big  
 enough to encapsulate your problem. 

3. Project your problem into the blue framed mirror and evaluate it.

 
  Don’t spend too much time on it but get a clear sense of what is happening. 

 
4. Once you have a good sense of what is happening, erase the problem. 

5. Move the mirror to the LEFT, and  
 change the frame from blue to white. 

6. Project a solution or goal image onto  
 the white framed mirror.

7. Never return to the blue framed   
 mirror for this problem. 

Hint: When you practice the Mirror 
of the Mind on your own, you have a 
lot of flexibility on the duration of the 

meditation and the quality of depth you 
desire to experience. The longer you spend 
on the deepening part of the meditation, 

the deeper you will go within. 
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Do remember that depth does not necessarily equal effectiveness of programming. 
Depth in a meditation has more to do with a personal like and or need. To program for 
a goal or outcome using the Mirror of the Mind requires you to be actively engaged in 
the process and active engagement of your intelligence, mind and mental senses requires 
for you to be at Alpha and meditating at alpha is light-type of meditation. Alpha is not 
associated with depth. Deep meditations are more associated with passive meditation 
where the brain frequency is more than likely at theta.
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Life is full of obstacle illusions.

Grant Frazier

mirror of the mind part 2 
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Part two of the Mirror of the Mind exercise adds the layer of faith and desire to what you 
want. Here is a summary of the steps. 

1. Enter Level (3 to 1).

2. On your mental screen imagine a full length mirror with a blue frame that is big  
 enough to encapsulate your problem. 

3. Project your problem into the blue framed mirror and evaluate it.
 
  Don’t spend too much time on it but get a clear sense of what is happening. 

 
4. Once you have a good sense of what is happening, erase the problem. 

5. Move the mirror to the LEFT, and change the frame from blue to white. 

6. Project a solution or goal image onto the white framed mirror.

7. As you create your outcome image in the white-framed mirror answer the  
 following questions: 

	 	 	 •		 What	do	you	want	to	achieve?
	 	 	 •		 When	do	you	want	to	achieve	it?
	 	 	 •		 Where	will	you	be	when	it	manifests?
	 	 	 •		 Who	is	going	to	be	there	to	give	you	feedback?
	 	 	 •		 How	is	it	going	to	make	your	life	different	and	better?
	 	 	 •		 Why	do	you	want	this	goal	to	manifest?
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8. Imagine your achievement in a past tense sense.  
 

And when it feels just right, use your Three Fingers  
Technique and say to yourself mentally, “whenever  
I have a need or desire to think this way, believe or  
behave this way, all I need to do is press my three fingers 
together and it will be so.” 

Tip: The Three Fingers 
Technique helps you lock in  

the feeling of achievement so  
that whenever you feel even  

the slightest bit of doubt setting 
in, you can immediately 

do away with it by pressing 
your three fingers together 

and focusing on the feeling of 
achievement instead.
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The earth produces all things and receives all again. 

Spanish Proverb

Chapter 8 
Three scenes & advanced  

Dream Control
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This application is used for healing, incorporates a glass of water, being at alpha, 
visualization, imagination and your human energy field. This technique also incorporates 
a modified version of the Mirror of the Mind called The Three Scenes Technique.
 

1. Use a clear drinking glass and fill it with water. 

   Glass is a more natural element that seems to have properties that respond best to  
   our energy both subjective and objective.

2. Enter Alpha (and 10 to 1 Countdown if you want to go deeper). 

3. Raise the glass to the level of your forehead. 

   Hold it with both your hands, making sure that the fingers of one hand do not  
   touch the fingers of the other hand. This is believed to help the energy go  
   through the water and not from hand-to-hand.

4. Visualize through the glass and onto your mental screen the problem image  
 directly in front of you and slightly above the horizontal level of sight.  
 
   Study the health problem for a few moments.

5. You then move your awareness about 15 degrees to the left of the first scene  
 and imagine whatever steps you are taking to correct the problem such as   
 energizing water for health.
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6. The third scene is slightly to the left of the second scene, about 15 degrees, and  
 there you imagine your end result of health. 

  Energize the water by imagining that you are projecting energy, blue-white in  
  color from the right hand,\ through the water and on to the left hand. At the same  
  time, you imagine the steps you took in the second scene which is the correction  
  scene. Not only do you imagine that you are energizing the water but once  
  energized, you also imagine how you are going to apply the water.
 

You may drink the entire glass of energized water; you may drink an ounce at a time; and 
you may rub it on your skin or put it inside bottle and use it as a nasal spray. You may 
put it in an ear dropper and drop the energized water into your ear. You may energize it 
for a loved one, your pets or even your plants. How ever you energize the water is how 
you are going to use it. Also in the second scene, you will imagine applying the water in 
the way it was programmed and the outcome of health beginning to take effect.
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Forgiveness has the power to heal every part of your being— 
spirit, mind, body, and emotions. 

Laura Silva 

The power of forgiveness and 
healing the past
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Holding on to resentment due to someone else’s offenses can also lead to similar negative 
effects on the body. The automatic release of unnecessary chemistry into your system 
every time you think of the offense can have a damaging effect on your health through 
time. Let go of the anger, and resentment. Remember, it is the forgiver that is freed  
in forgiving. 

Considerations for forgiving others:

	 	 	 •	 Find the strength to rise above negative energies like anger, fear, resentment,  
     hatred, vengeance, finger pointing, suspicion, bitterness, and condemnation. 

	 	 	 •	 Remind	yourself	not	to	get	caught	up	in	the	negativity, and do not get even  
     with the offender. Do not stoop to that level. 

	 	 	 •	 Consider	the	offenders’ perspective and realize that people are doing the best  
     they know how according to the resources, tools, and wisdom they have. You  
     may have reacted the same way in a similar circumstance. 

	 	 	 •	 Accept	the	fact	that	the	action	is past and that chapter of your life is closed.  
     For the sake of your future you must let go of the past, become wiser, and  
     move forward. Forgiveness is necessary if you ever plan to live fully and  
     happily again. 

	 	 	 •	 Separate the offense from the offender and in your heart and soul, release  
     the offender; let them go. It is recommended that you do this part while in  
     a meditative state.

While meditating, do the following: 

1. Imagine the offender standing in front of you. 

2. Tell the offender how the offense affected you and the pain it has caused. 
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3. Tell the offender that you understand them was doing the best they knew how,  
 and that you are now ready to release it to the past where it belongs. 

4. Imagine severing an imaginary connection between you and the offender,  
 or removing the imaginary hooks from deep within you and as you do, say  
 “I forgive you.” 

5. Imagine the offender floating away quickly, like a balloon floating high into the  
 sky until it completely disappears. 

Considerations for forgiving self:

There may be a need to forgive yourself. Having done something you “should not” 
have done, or not having done something you “should have” done can be a source of 
tremendous stress. Through time it can weaken your immune system and lead you  
to illness. 

While meditating, do the following:

1. Imagine standing in front of yourself or the person(s) who you have offended.

2. Tell them that you feel deep repentance for your past action(s) (specify the   
 offense) and that you understand how they have suffered because of what  
 you did. 
 
  Tell them that you will never behave in that way every again. Let them know that  
  you were doing the best you knew how under those circumstances, that you  
  have learned and grown from that experience. 
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3. Let the person(s) know that you are deeply sorry for the hurt you have  
 caused them. 

  Mentally say to them “I am sorry for ___________", and ask them for forgiveness.  
  Let them know that you will make it up to them if you can. Mentally say this in a  
  genuine, heartfelt manner.

4. Imagine severing an imaginary connection between you and the person(s) you  
 have offended, or removing the imaginary hooks from deep within you. And as  
 you do, hear that person(s) say “I forgive you.”

  Feel deep inside you the burdening weight lifting, the hooks released, and you  
  being freed. Feel and express your gratitude.
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Along with trustworthiness, consistency is the thing to  
look for when you surround yourself with people who can  

help you on your quest.     

Michael Johnson

Chapter 9
mental attunement
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Get ready to take your intuition to the next level. Attune by definition means to bring 
into harmony or to make responsive. You can attune to anyone or anything using this 
technique. As you practice, you will be better able to attune to people, pets, and plants. 
Your intuition will become sharper. 

1. Enter Alpha in a meditation.

2. Bring forth the intention to want to connect with a specific person.

3. Say mentally: “I'm going to count from 10 to 1; and at the count of 1, I will have  
 made content with (persons name)."

4. At that time with your imagination, feel that person; sense that person in any  
 way you can imagine. 

   Bring forth a sense of knowing that it is that person. 

5. Begin to carry on a conversation with that person. 

   Give advise; show them images of how their life can be better if they gave up a  
   bad habit. 

6. Send them your energy. 

   If it is a loved one, send them love and support. 
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7. Shift your mental antenna to receive energy from them. Ask for information.

   Remember: One part is to transmit information and the other is to receive. Use  
   your imagination and get creative when attuning to people, places or things. 
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The wisest mind has something yet to learn.

George Santayana

point of reference
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This exercise is designed to give you the practice and experience of different points of 
reference that will help you develop your intuitive abilities. The more you learn to make 
strong and vivid points of reference, the more you will be able to decipher information 
as it comes to you. 

tips for developing strong points of reference: 

1. Becoming aware of the experience you are creating a point of reference for. 

   For example, creating a point of reference for the feeling of desire. 

2. Notice all the sensory information for the experience. 

   For example, notice how it feels, what you are thinking about, where you feel it,  
   what is the texture, temperature, smells, tastes, sounds, etc.

3. Anchor this information and remember it so that you will know how to access it  
 again, or identify it when it comes your way. 

Reminder: During the exercise or in your meditations if you need to have more light 
or intensity of color, or you need to increase anything in size or number, just snap the 
fingers of your right hand lightly and expect the change to take place. If you want to 
reduce something or have less of, lower the light or lessen anything; then snap the fingers 
of your left hand slightly and expect a change to take place.
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Bite off more than you can chew, then chew it.

Ella Williams

Chapter 10
Creation of mental laboratory
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Your mental laboratory is a special place where anything is possible. It is your magical 
mental space and can be as imaginative, creative, beautiful, and useful as you can design 
with your mind. 

helpful elements to have in your Mental Laboratory: 

1. Begin creating the room by deciding the size and shape you want—the ceiling  
 height, walls, and flooring. Leave your south wall blank. 

2. Select colors of your choice. 

3. It is now an accomplished fact that you have created a room in this dimension.  
 
  This room will be known as your laboratory. 

4. Include a desk, a comfortable chair with armrests, a clock, a perpetual calendar,  
 an information system such as a computer, tools, instruments, equipment,   
 chemicals and medications that existed in the past, exists now and may exist in  
 the future. 

  All these objects and items are meant to facilitate the flow of information so that  
  you have no excuse whatsoever to solve your problems.

5. Add a calendar and time mechanism device that can help you to move  
 through time. 
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6. Whatever you need is there in your laboratory. 

   Your laboratory can be as fantastic as you want it to be or as conservative as you  
   want it to be. You can always go back into your laboratory and remodel whenever  
   you want.
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There is nothing like returning to a place that remains unchanged 
to find the ways in which you yourself have altered.

Nelson Mandela

Chapter 11
getting to know your Counselors 
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This is a very special exercise and is unique because you will listen to the programming 
exercise and create your first relationship with your Counselors.

After the first time listening to the programming track you will not need to listen to 
the guided track anymore. From this point forward you will want to enter your Mental 
Laboratory and communicate with your Counselors whenever you need to.

The stronger your points of reference and 
the more you access your laboratory, the 
easier it will become to create a relationship 
with this aspect of your mind.

Many wonderful insights, healing, and 
inspiration have come from the imaginary 
counselors.The things that you can do  
and the problems that you can solve are  
left up to your imagination.

The male counselor is an image that you 
can use to tap into the unlimited resources 
of	your	inner	male	dimension,	just	as	the	
female counselor is an image that you can 
use to tap into the unlimited resources of 

your inner female dimension.

Father Justin Bielitz 
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Every small change at the root level of belief will produce amazing 
changes in behavior and performance.

Harry Alder

Chapter 12
Creating new beliefs 
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Because a belief results from the meaning you give an experience(s) then you are the 
creator of not only the meaning but also the belief.

To determine a limiting belief be mindful of the following:

	 	 •	 What	is	lacking	in	your	life
	 	 •	 What	you	are	yearning	for
	 	 •	 What	stirs	up	fear
	 	 •	 What	makes	you	angry
	 	 •	 What	causes	you	to	be	dramatic
	 	 •	 What	causes	you	to	react
	 	 •	 What	holds	you	back
	 	 •	 What	are	you	making	excuses	for
	 	 •	 What	do	you	settle	for
	 	 •	 What	do	you	give	in	to
	 	 •	 Your	ego
	 	 •	 Power	plays
	 	 •	 Perfectionism
	 	 •	 Procrastination
	 	 •	 Negative	Expectations
	 	 •	 Your	boundaries
	 	 •	 Your	habits
	 	 •	 Your	secrets
	 	 •	 How	you	live
	 	 •	 Your	level	of	happiness
	 	 •	 How	much	do	you	love	your	self
	 	 •	 How	much	do	you	respect	yourself
	 	 •	 How	much	do	you	admire	yourself
	 	 •	 How	honest	are	you	being	with	yourself
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When it comes to beliefs, you need to ask yourself the following:

  •	 Is	what	I	believe	of	myself	really	true	and	do	I	know	without	a	shadow	of	a			
    doubt that it is true?
	 	 •	 What	has	this	belief	or	thought	cost	me?	What	has	it	kept	me	from	doing,		 	
    being or having?
	 	 •	 Who	would	I	be	without	this	thought	or	belief?
	 	 •	 Are	there	times	in	my	past	when	the	opposite	of	my	belief	was	true?	In	other	 
    words, go back into your personal experience and come up with several   
    memories of when the opposite was true.

Create an affirmation or statement of desire in order to open the door to your 
subconscious and expose objections:

	 	 •	 I	deserve	to	have	it	all
	 	 •	 I	love	and	approve	of	myself	exactly	as	I	am
	 	 •	 I	enjoy	financial	abundance
	 	 •	 Money	comes	to	me	easily
	 	 •	 I	am	lovable
	 	 •	 I	can	be	completely	healthy
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He who knows all the answers has not yet been asked  
all the questions.

Author unknown

Chapter 13
mirror of the mind advanced
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This exercise is designed to take manifesting to the next level. In this exercise you will 
follow the steps to the Mirror of the Mind Parts 1 and 2, but add the following steps to 
your practice: 

Step 1: Follow the Formula Type  
    Technique Steps for the Mirror  
    of the Mind parts 1 and 2. 

Step 2:  When the outcome image is  
    clear, project your desire, belief,  
    and expectancy into the image. 

Step 3:  Actually imagine yourself stepping into the image (or if you want to  
    physically step into the image you can do that too). 

Step 4: Become one with the image. 

    Become aware of everything happening around you in this future image and  
    experience in a holographic way.

Step 5: Make a point of reference out of this experience. 

Step 6: Project the emotions of gratitude, appreciation, and love from your heart  
    into this moment. 

    Experience the gratitude of already having achieved it, appreciation for the skills  
    to achieve it, and the love for god or for life. 

Hint: The language of spirituality is 
the language of the heart, and the heart 
communicates in emotions. This is why 

emotions are so key to this advanced stage 
of manifestation. 
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